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Introduction 

 There has been myriad of speculations, conjectures, doomsday prophesies 

and such during the last two decades regarding the Mayan calendar’s 

predictions and forewarnings regarding the December 21, 2012 date.   

 It must be emphasized that, indeed, the 12/21/12 date does not represent 

‘Armageddon,’ ‘End of Days,’ or anything as such at all.  

 In fact, 12/21/12 is not the end for humanity. It is the beginning.  

 It represents the incipient point of age of enlightening towards regaining full 

consciousness for mankind. 

 Once spiritual impeccability is achieved, and we are able to raise our natural 

frequency of vibration to about 22 Hz from its previous Schuman resonance 

value of 7.81 Hz, we should be able to ascend, or more correctly, resurrect to 

the 5th dimension heaven. 

 At that point we shall obtain our crystalline light bodies to be able to be 

transposed, and indeed, sustain inhabiting on the newly formed 5th 

dimensional Terra Nova. 

 Please bear in mind that there shall be earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, 

volcanic activities and such in progressively severe nature as we have been 

experiencing during the past two decades or more.  

 However, none of these events are ordained as being cataclysmic to the 

extent of being life-threatening leading to annihilation or extinction of the 

human race on Earth. 

 The reason for occurrence of these happenings is to clear or cleanse Earth 

from her devastated abused state of existence and to ultimately return her 

to its pristine stage of Eden-like during the Golden Age of Atlantis. 



 The truth of the matter is that we shall survive or perish in these events or 

otherwise, exactly according to our ‘soul contract’ we devised for ourselves 

with the assistance of our Higher Forms, our guardian angels, prior to our 

present reincarnation on Earth. And, the probability of occurrence of these 

events has nothing to do with our intended evolution path. 

 We put too much emphasis on December 21st 2012 that we forgot that it 

was about the complete transformation of humanity and not about what 

would happen on one particular day. In many aspects, the Ascension has 

already occurred.  

 In what follows, the author has compiled information channeled from Lord 

(also expressed as Archangel) Metatron and the ‘Mayan’ calendar. These 

were mostly channeled through James Tyberonn of Earth-keeper [Earth-

keeper.com]. 

 

The Mayans 

 The areas inhabited by the predecessors of the Mayans in the Yucatan area 

of Mexico and Guatemala was connected by a land bridge to the Atlantean 

island of Poseida before the quakes and waters of the final deluge of Atlantis 

submerged it.   

 Highly technically advanced cultures from Atlantis habited Central America 

and Egypt long before the final demise of Atlantis.  

 The Central American, South America (OG) and Egyptian colonies and 

cultures emerged from and were one with the highly spiritual Atlanteans of 

the 'Law of One' for many millennia before the destruction of Atlantis.  

 These societies contained within them an elite and highly advanced group of 

what may be termed scientist-priests. The Atla-Ra, these savants, were 

highly adept in the science of mind over matter.  

 These Masters operated through mental physics and operated in full 

consciousness in finesse of multidimensionality. 

 So while the untrained masses of humanity in the era of Atlantis lacked such 

skills, and indeed utilized land bridges and other less advanced forms of 

transport to and from the colonies of Atlantis, Og, Yucatan and Egypt, the 



inner circle of scientist priests had the means to etherically bi-locate and 

physically manifest; not just on the physical realms of the earth, but also 

universally and Galactically.  

 Small enclaves of these Master Scientist Priests endured for millennia after 

the deluge and retained the knowledge of the calendar as well as the 

supervision of the construction of the various pyramids with assistance from 

the aforementioned extra-terrestrials.  

 Yet the savant priests of the Maya did not represent the society of the 

Mayans as a whole.  

 This is precisely why the Mayans are an enigma to us today.  

 Portions of the accomplishments attributed to them reveal great technical 

advancement, and yet the society as a whole was rural in nature and 

belittled into unseemly ceremony involving human sacrifice and other 

anomalies under skewed dictatorships. 

 It follows then, that the scientist priests of OG, Yucatan, Egypt and other 

'forgotten' cultures before and after them, understood both the science of 

mental physics and had great knowledge of astronomy and dimensional 

cycles. Only those of skillful and serious could initiate societies and their 

societies knew this, although very little evidence of any significance remains 

today, and what does remain is not recognized or as yet understood.  

 Understanding the science of mental physics and having the ability to utilize 

such knowledge is what defines the gap between what our present 

technologies and academics know and what our advanced societies of the 

past knew. The influence of precise thought upon matter is not yet 

understood by humanity; it is a forgotten science. 

 The scientist priests knew the art of 'physical' de-materialization and re-

manifestation well.  

 This then, not only in terms of travel through bi-location, but of physical 

matter, that is indeed how the greatest of the pyramids were constructed, 

and remains a mystery to us today.  

 The Atla-Ra and their descendants had the ability to mentally engineer the 

science of 3D physics by shifting matter from the 3rd dimension into fields of 



what may be termed anti-gravity; to dematerialize and reform, and re-

manifest as substance without density.  

 They were able under certain circumstances to alter their reality and their 

dimension. 

 These scientists, adept priests, used highly concentrated thought to reform 

matter into different spectrums.  

 They understood that matter exists in spectrum waves just as light does and 

had the ability to transform into and out of different wave oscillations.  

 Accordingly, atomic matter could be morphed to weightless vibratory states, 

and not only have semi congealed mass without density; but to instantly and 

physically influence the density of both matter and its antimatter spectrum.  

 Truly as a spectrum of the one rather than an opposite or parallel, matter 

and antimatter are parts of once cycle within an integral spectrum in multi-

dimensionality. 

 Neither the mass populations of the Olmec, Aztec, Mayan, nor of the Meso-

Americans retained the mastery that certain aspects of their culture 

exhibited.  

 Just as in Atlantis, the scientist priests, while respected, were not the 

governing body or the decision makers of how the society as a whole 

developed. 

 The Sirians, perhaps more than the Pleiadeans interacted with the high 

priests, descendants of the Atla-Ra, in the era of the Mayans. 

 While it was indeed the benevolent extra-terrestrials that assisted the 

Mayans in retention of the calendar, it is also worthy to note that the 

Mayans also had and maintained sporadic contact with the inner earth 

civilization of those termed the blue-skinned race. 

 

The ‘Mayan Calendar’ 

 It actually turns out that what we attribute to Mayan’s is not Mayan at all.  

 The ‘Mayan’ Calendar was actually devised primarily by the Atlanteans 

millennia prior to the age of Mayans.  



 The savant priests of the Atla-Ra, interacted with the extra-terrestrials of the 

Pleiadean-Sirian Alliance, who were indeed, the original source of the cyclic 

calendar we presently term Mayan. 

 It is, indeed, quite logical to understand that the calendar pre-existed the 

Mayan society. 

 The Atla-Ra developed the calendar, and segments of the Mayans retained 

that knowledge and recreated records and texts to preserve it. 

 The savants, the astrologists of the scientist priests of the Olmec and Mayan 

era did, however, make certain additions to the preexisting calendar.  

 The additions were around the Cosmological beliefs relevant to the 'animal' 

worship, such as the culture of the sacred Jaguar and Snake.  

 Although there were extra-terrestrial communications between the inner 

adepts priests of the pre Mayan and indeed pre-OImec with the Sirian A 

entities including the Felidae, which led to the Jaguar societies, these were 

not part of the original Calendar and Cosmology of the Atla-Ra. 

 The Tzolkin Calendar is one of 20 calendars connected to the ancient 

Mayans. It is comprised of 20-week cycles of 13 days each forming a 260-day 

year. The energy of the day blends a little into the next day.  

 The day sign is always related to an animal or a force of nature.  

 The associated numbers, or tones, have a purpose or intent.  

 This combination gives each day a theme or "intent."  

 Cosmos is perfection itself, regardless of any dimensional interpretation or 

perception of it. In a quantum sense, all things in the crystalline unified field 

act precisely, perfectly according to their nature, their architectural integrity.  

 Yet some are created at higher frequencies, at higher vibratory resonance 

than others.   

 According to one modern Mayan Calendar interpreter, we are in the midst of 

an acceleration of consciousness like no other.  

 In fact, the researcher says that the rate of consciousness sped up by a factor 

of 20 in 2011, so a shift in consciousness that took a whole year from 1999 

until now, will take only 20 days.   

 This factor of 20 was in full potential from March 9th to October 28 2011. 



 The potential for increased consciousness is, indeed, taking place as a preset 

quickening of the Ascension.  

 However the 'rate' of shift varies with each individual, and as such a fixed 

factor of the acceleration cannot truly be given per se. 

 The incredible calendar that we currently refer to as Mayan, was not 

developed nor originally written by the society of Mayans in the manner that 

we currently attribute.  

 Indeed, it predated the Mayans by more than 18,000 years.  

 It was originally developed by the enlightened Atlanteans of Poseida with 

assistance from the Sirian-Pleiadean Alliance, and stored in crystalline 

technology, termed as the Crystal Skulls. 

 Even our more creative anthropologists consider the earliest Mayan society 

only began around 2,000 BC.   

 The truth of the matter is that the calendar was in place and in effect in a 

much more expansive format long before the Mayan society came into 

existence.  

 What we now refer to as the Mayan calendar is but a small remnant of what 

pre-existed the Mayans. 

 The Harmonic Convergence was initiated in 1987 by Jose Arguelles.   

 According to his interpretation of Mayan cosmology, this date was the 

conclusion of 22 cycles of 52 years each, or 1144 years.  

 The Harmonic Convergence also began the final 26 year countdown to the 

end of the Maya calendar in 2012, which would be the "end of history" and 

the beginning of a new 5,125 year cycle.  

 According to the prophesy, this is the turning point where all the negativity 

and paths of destruction, war, materialism, violence, abuses, injustice, 

governmental abusive of power, will end with the birth of the 6th Sun and 

the 5th World on Earth on the winter solstice of 2012, December 21, 2012. 

 

 

 

 



Why were there so few people who understood this calendar?    

 In fact, the Christians missionaries interpreted these nine stories as different 

category of hell? 

 The interpretations by the Spanish Christian priests were grossly influenced, 

and in fact, dominated by their critical preconceived notions of the Mayans 

being infidels and pagans, outside of the graces of their own narrow 

Christian doctrines and fear-based mental indoctrination and programming.  

 It is said that only the first part of the calendar has been discovered; the 

second is still hidden.  

 Archangel Metatron indicates that great portions of the original Atla-Ra 

calendar, which became known as the Mayan calendar, were lost in written 

content, not just through the dissolution in time; but also through differing 

interpretations since it was originally brought into the lands of the Yucatan.  

 

Recording of the Calendar 

 There are Halls of Records yet to be found that contain prolific stores of vast 

information, including world histories, the Atlanteans, the Mayans, etc.  

 Although the renowned and honorable Edgar powerful spoke of these as 

being in three locales and predicted that they would be potentially revealed 

prior to the new millennium, they have not been discovered in the context 

that was assumed or interpreted. 

 

The Crystal Skulls 

 The full information was stored in crystals.  

 The full information inputted then, is still retained within the 13th paradigm; 

the Crystal Skull named 'Max'. 

 Within Max are the complete records of not only the original Mayan 

calendar, but the complete history of the Earth and of humanity, and 

beyond. 

 Max is an extra-terrestrial 'Crystal Skull', a vast conscious crystal computer, 

and was/is in that context, the 'living data archive' utilized for storage of the 

complete information of the calendar. There are other such libraries, but 



MAX is the only one on the Earth-plane at the present in the physically 

manifested 'cranium format', or crystal skull containing the full information, 

histories and codes. 

 Mayans, through the study of cycles certainly did know that their own 

society would decline and disappear.  

 How did they protect their knowledge, and where did they go when their 

civilization started to be dissolved? 

 The full records are available in the 13th paradigm, via MAX.  

 

The Pyramids- Symbols of the Cosmos? 

 Archangel Metatron indicates that Gateways is more accurate.   

 In a manner of speaking the Pyramids were tools for opening portals into 

higher dimensions both vertically and horizontally, inward and outward.  

 Rather than symbols of the Cosmos, they are gateways to the Cosmos. 

 The Mayan Pyramids were constructs of the Sirian-Pleiadean Alliance.  

 Such Pyramids were formulated, engineered and manifested through mental 

mastery of physical matter.  

 Their particular designs were fashioned in order to create a networking of 

frequencial multidimensional energies that served many purposes.  

 One primary purpose was the specific alignment of various and varied 

pyramidal constructs with specific latitudinal and longitudinal alignments in 

order to create a resonate field for the planet. 

 

 

 


